In vivo response to the different LET regions of a 55 MeV helium ion beam.
We evaluated the in vivo response to heavy particle irradiation in rat tail epidermis using silver-stained nucleolar organizer regions (AgNOR) as the end-point. The energy degradation of the beam across the circular section of the tail allowed us to study the damage elicited by two different LET regions of a helium beam, i.e. non-Bragg peak (NBP) and Bragg peak (BP), at different sites on the same sample. The tails were locally irradiated with a helium ion beam at different fluences. AgNOR exhibited marked variations between tissue areas only a few micrometers apart within each tail exposed to a given beam fluence. An analysis of the AgNOR variations in NBP and BP areas of tails exposed to different beam fluences revealed a dose-dependent effect. The AgNOR provide quantitative evidence of differential damage in neighboring tissue areas exposed to different LET regions of a helium-ion beam.